
volorise
The meaning of the word "valorise",
according to my computer's dictionary is:
"grve or ascribe value or validity to
(somethjng)."  l t  is ,  however,  not in this sense
that the word is used in European R&D
oroiects.

. The EU Leonardo programme defines
"valorisation" as "... the orocess of
disseminating and exploiting project
outcomes to meet user needs, with the
ultimate aim of integrating and using them in
training systems and practices at local,
regional, national and European level."
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4s1 Understonding volorisotion
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needs. urtimare,
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. Trying to specify wnar some of those

I,,'i,: words mean should bring us closer to
f;:: understandtng what "valorisation" is really
I : " r" .  about.

Why st-rt-ing TFom
Grundtvig Portnership (Z)
Launched in 2000 and now part of the
overarching Lifelong Learning programme,
Grundtvig aims to provide adults with ways
to improve their  knowledge and ski l ls,
keeping them mentalty fit and potentialty 1
more employabte. 

I
It not only covers learners in adult I
education, but also the teachers, trainers, I
education staff and facilities that provide I
these services. I
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\ Grundtvig Portnership (3)
. These include relevant associations,

counselling organisations, information
services, policy-making bodies and others
involved in lifelong learning and adult
education at local, regional and national
levels, such as NGOS, enterprjses,
votuntary groups and research centres.

. One of the specific aim of Grundtvig is
supporting innovative ICT-baseo
educational content, services and
practices.



Why "e-senior in oction" ?
Over the last three decades, information
technology has transformed the way
millions of people communicate, share and
use informat ion, shop, pay bi l ls,  and
access services for everything.

. There is a real need to provide senior
citizens with technology tools and training
that can empower them to improve their
quality of life, simplify many everyday
tasks, access community and government
services more easily, and participate fully
in our increasingly digital society.
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not have the opportunity


